
 

Bordeaux Index Market Report: Q3 2011 

Headlines: 

 Volatile market sees prices decline 7.5% from H1 

 Asia solid, UK suffers as sentiment turns negative on wider economic concerns 

 Stand out performers mostly second growths as UK and Asia consumers seek value 

 First among firsts – Mouton heads for the first time in 5yrs+ 

 All hail the new kings, is this the time for Montrose and Pontet Canet? 

After a largely serene H1 where both prices and volumes seemed immune to wider economic volatility, 

a quieter summer seems to have precipitated a transition to altogether choppier waters. With June and 

July turnover dipping notably from last year, August and September needed to be especially strong to 

sustain prices that had been driven up by an explosion in demand from Q4 2010 to the end of Q1 2011. 

While the numbers didn’t exactly disappoint (turnover up almost a 3rd on the same period 2010), some 

analogy could be made to our wonderful British summer, in that the best seemed to be over by May. 

Indeed, looking at the breakdown for Investment Grade (IG) Wines, we can see that UK/ROW demand 

was almost 50% higher than the 2yr average for the 6 months from October 2010. This unprecedented 

surge no doubt played a part in driving the index up a whopping 17% through the same period. Given 

that, it is perhaps not unreasonable to have expected prices to soften as demand eased post summer. 

Amongst the first growths, Lafite has stood out with a strong resurgence in Asian orders moderating 

some of the price declines noted earlier in the year. We view this as especially positive, as it supports 

our theory that the temporary overhang of stocks in the far east is more a result of burgeoning imports 

overwhelming a nascent distribution chain rather than anything more secular. The questions as to how 

temporary a hiatus it is will be one of the key issues of the next year and we’ll be watching with interest 

to see what develops, especially with the upcoming physical release of the 2009 vintage. 

Mouton is still the standout performer of 2011 with strong and relatively consistent activity throughout 

the year. From a position of parity with Haut Brion and Margaux, sales have grown in the last 6 months 

by almost 30% in relative terms. Given that the preponderance of demand is still Asia based this looks 

positive and we suspect any investment hangover built up in the UK will likely be smaller and 

correspondingly quicker to unwind. With this in mind, we could well see a divergence in pricing between 

Mouton and its peers going forward - it may turn out to be the best placed amongst the firsts for the 

near term. 



Margaux and Haut Brion continue to perform strongly with sales of the former up almost 10% on the 

same period last year. Haut Brion dipped slightly but only in comparison with a frankly momentous 

2010. Both are still relatively well balanced in distribution and continue to suffer from a dearth of the 

‘lesser’ vintages required to feed robust consumer demand in the emerging markets.  

Latour is still disappointing. With unit sales down over 25% on the same period 2010, prices remain 

stubbornly high and demand, especially from emerging markets, obstinately low. Despite a lower 

production, there is little in the sales numbers for the last several years to justify a price premium over 

Mouton, Margaux or Haut Brion. With the Chateau holding back a greater than ever proportion of EP 

one wonders where they expect the growth to come from going forward. 

Activity amongst the Super Seconds remained brisk with demand for contemporary vintages particularly 

strong. Pontet Canet and Montrose faired particularly well, again showing the appeal of a decent Parker 

score, a bit of a story and a price tag the right side of a grand. Regardless of the oscillations at the very 

apex, these wines are basically seen as  ‘good value’. La Mission Haut Brion and, to a lesser extent, 

Leoville Las Cases had a difficult quarter, the former  paring a fair amount of the stellar gains they made 

earlier in the year.  

There were limited patterns in terms of vintage performance beyond a consistent battering for 2008 

prices. Once the vintage that all coveted, the stratospheric gains of 2010 have been ravaged over the 

last couple of quarters.  Across the First Growths the 2008s  fell an average of over 20% on the quarter 

as profit taking and relative-pricing reality really bit. Elsewhere, Prime vintages of Lafite (86/00) and 

Latour (03/90) fell sharply but top vintages of Mouton (82/00) appeared to weather the storm 

admirably. 


